Troubled stories of identity can easily produce troubled ways of being. But there are always other stories of identity that can be discovered and lived into with wonderful effect.

Over four evenings Donald will teach about and demonstrate how New Stories of Identity can produce a welcome difference to behaviour and to mental health – in our own lives and in the lives of those we care about and work with.

17 SEPTEMBER 2019 // 7 - 8:30PM
Finding a Vision of the Future

1 OCTOBER 2019 // 7 - 8:30PM
Finding existing Stories of Hope

8 OCTOBER 2019 // 7 - 8:30PM
Finding new Stories of Identity

22 OCTOBER 2019 // 7 - 8:30PM
Finding a Community of Care

VENUE //
Hillier Centre, 31 Gloucester Rd, Mt Maunganui

COST //
$30 per Evening

TO REGISTER OR FIND OUT MORE EMAIL DRMCMWORKSHOP@GMAIL.COM